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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to establish the importance of cultural-representation in schools
where the majority of the students identify as Latino. The participants for the Capstone Project
included a classroom of third-grade students in a public elementary school located on
California’s Central Coast. The supporting literature provides additional information on why
incorporating culturally-relevant literature is needed. The issue is what books are available to the
students that talk about their culture. By providing culturally-relevant books to students in the
classroom in hopes to promote a more positive relationship with reading and a personal
relationship with attending school. For the project portion of this paper a lesson plan was made
with one book that explained family values and traditions. As a future teacher this work
contributes to my career by reassuring what an important impact culturally-relevant literature can
do to help improve a classroom experience.
Keywords: cultural-representation, school, literature
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Literature Review

An important note to take into consideration when examining the sources found for this
topic could be labeled as outdated. A majority of the sources used are close if not written 10 or
more years ago. The outcome of this paper has the potential to show limitations on what can be
further analyzed as a modern problem when addressing the era some sources were written. The
topic of this paper is to discuss how and why it is important to use culturally-relevant literature in
the classroom. Culturally-responsive or culturally-relevant teaching is defined by Gloria LadsonBillings, stating that it is specifically committed to collective empowerment (2007). A common
theme among the sources is the labeling of both Hispanics, Chicanos and Latinos and the
importance of understanding their origins. For this paper, both Latino and Hispanic will be used
interchangeably in a pan-ethnic fashion.
There is a problem in local schools in a coastal area surrounding the use of literature that
is being read to Hispanic/Latino students. Defining who is Hispanic and Latino is also a large
part of finding a solution to this problem. In chapter two of Ada’s book entitled: Latino
Literature for Children and Adolescents Ada discusses the history with which labels come about.
While expanding on this idea, Ada explains that the genetic makeup and intermarriage of
Spanish people with Native Americans and Africans created a mix that is known as mestizo
(2003). Over the years, the demographic of this area has shown that Hispanics have become the
majority of the population. This is also the case for schools. The site where this project is based,
the student body is 96% Hispanic or Latino. The growing number of Latino students require a
great deal of consideration when examining what is incorporated as part of the curriculum.
Common themes seen in the articles are how powerful children’s literature is, the growing need
for Hispanic representation through literature and how implementing culturally-relevant
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practices in the classroom and how this can be done through the use of books provided to them
and read to the students. With that being said, in what ways could incorporating literary
representation for Latino students create a meaningful relationship with education? This
literature review will cover the benefits that come along with reading and having culturallyrelevant literature accessible to all students.
There is a wide array of Hispanic literature available for children to learn about their
culture and why it should be valued. Having a culturally-responsive pedagogy could help Latino
students feel that they are being represented and can succeed in their educational journey. Under
the evacuation of options section, there is an option on a practice that can be used by those who
seek implementing a culturally-relevant pedagogy. Evelyn Young, wrote about her research in
culturally-relevant pedagogy and how valuable it is in the classroom. Young explains the how
crucial it is for teachers to positively incorporate their students cultures in to the classroom. She
makes it a point to say that that is not easy and how many teachers have difficulty with it, but
how it can be done with dedication (2010). That dedication can be seen through the use of
quality Latino themed children's books that represent student’s culture. Similar to this topic on
culturally-relevant pedagogy, Ladson Billings’ (2007) brings out in her article, “culturally
relevant teaching requires that teachers attend to students’ academic needs, not merely to make
them “feel good” (p. 160).
As children’s books help children to read and to understand words, how much more so do
they teach children the values, lessons, creativity that are a part of their daily lives. These books
are an important piece of how children feel about themselves as well as who they would like to
imitate. An article talks more about this and how picture books are used to enable young learners
to discuss their backgrounds in a classroom setting. Luisa Abellán-Pahnani and Thomas Hérbert
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(2013) provide an example through a teacher’s struggles to relate to her growing number of
Hispanic students coming into her classrooms. The issue arises in the classroom in how Latino
learners are being supported in thinking about their growing number. The authors of this article
say that making sure Hispanic student’s educational journey is focused on their social and
emotional well-being (2013). Arlene L. Barry (1998) touches on the rapid Hispanic population
increase as well. This increase is a supply and demand issue for Hispanic literature for children
and young learners is in need. While going through the references one may notice that about 7 of
the articles in this literature review are over 10 years old and a question that may be asked is, if
these references are out of date would these issues still be relevant to modern times in the
classroom. This issue is still relevant and authors such as Nina Nilsson, who speak about the
Hispanic portrayal in literature and how it is measuring up over 40 years. Nilsson (2005) does a
study that shows how books representing Latinos have changed for the better from 1966 to 2003.
In her study she finds that being critical of how books are presenting different ethnicities matters
how people feel today. This overlaps with the project conductor’s thoughts on keeping books
that represent the demographic in the classroom so important to open a safe discussion and how
to refrain from judgement of other cultures and have students become more understanding
through the aid of literature.
During an experience where the project conductor noticed that at this school site books
were read in which all the protagonists were Caucasian or the majority of the characters were
Americans. It is important to question what message is being sent to this large percentage of
Latino students if or when they do not see themselves reflected in the literature that is available
to them as often as the majority culture.
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According to this statement made by authors Clark, Flores, Smith and González
(2016): In the United States, as the multiple groups that compose our society have
struggled to achieve equal rights and recognition, the case has been made that all children
deserve access to books that mirror their experiences and reflect their own realities, the
realities of their parents, families, and communities. (p.10)

With that being said students may see themselves as “less than worthy” because the
stories all involve characters with whom they can relate. Students have a right for their identity
to be validated. That presents the message that these books are better, the characters in this book
are nicer, more approachable. It is a form of colonization (Villenas, 1996). Sofia Villenas, a
Chicana ethnographer expresses her concerns by using “we” in work, involving all those who
impact the youth, which are essentially all adults. A point Villenas makes regarding that topic is
how even ethnographers fail to question their own identities and privileged positions and in what
ways it perpetuates “othering.” The footnote on that page defines “othering” as: objectifying
people who are different than the Western White self in a manner that renders them inferior
(1996). A common goal among teachers is to get to know the backgrounds of their students in
order to teach effectively, similar to an ethnographer. Directing attention to the idea of selfreflection to educators would allow them to ponder over if they are colonizing their students by
not incorporating their own cultures into the classroom. Teachers, parents, librarians, all whom
are educators could help their Hispanic students by incorporating books that they can resonate
with and can really connect with to promote a high level of self-esteem.
Latino representation in literature is out there, however the accessibility students have to
this particular literature may not be as prevalent in school libraries. Culturally relevant
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representation can be used as a means to get to know students and even encourage more parent
involvement. Literature can be used in and outside of the classroom to bridge a gap that schools
and parents have with each other. Academic improvement is always sought after in schools.
Boosting scores could improve in majority Hispanic schools it would be helpful to view
suggestions from a study conducted by a group of researches that look at the growth of young
Latino students in reading and literacy. One of the suggestions that follows this is to have more
intense English-reading for English-Language learners. (Fitzgerald, Amendum, & Guthrie, 2008)
This reading can be accomplished and students could get even more out of that reading by
having the culturally relevant Hispanic literature be a supportive way to carry out this intense
reading and still get more out of it other than just reading for practice.
Evaluation of Options
These options are used to help incorporate more culturally relevant reading in schools for
Latino students. This capstone project will choose one of the three options as a means to better
understand and research if the option was used in a classroom setting. Taking a look at the three
options that can be implemented in a school to encourage the use of literature in order to find
solutions. Option 1 is to read books to the students that reflect the demographic of the classroom.
This option will help to start conversations about what is important to the students and validating
that culture is beneficial to their overall learning. Kurkjian and Livingston (2007) provide a list
of children's books and their culturally exposing contents. Contents of these books can contain
themes on social issues, diversity and history. Based on its criteria, it has a zero for cost, because
it takes no money to read the books to children. A three for time allotted in that it might be a
chapter book that will be read overtime, or the teacher may want to read a book and attach a
lesson plan around the subject of the book, making it last a long time. Option 2 is used for
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educators to make lists of quality books to have in a classroom or accessible to students at the
library. Based on its criteria, this option is has a zero score for cost because it does not take any
money to find a list of books and a 2 for time allotted since lists of books relating to multicultural
themes can be find online with ease. Option 3 is used to encourage the use of the culturally
relevant books available to the students by giving them a writing prompt to interact with. This
option has a three for time allotted because it may take some time for a teacher to come up with a
writing prompt that will go along and it will also take time for the students to write up their
responses. The cost for this is also zero because there is no cost for a teacher to write up an
engaging prompt for their students. All these options got a score of 3 for reach in that, they all
reach all the stakeholders at hand and are interactive with the students education progression.
Option 1. Reading books to them
This option requires those who read to students have books that represent the students, this
means the books have accurately represent the students. Chambers (1996) expresses the
importance of making quality books accessible for young readers. With this option, books that
are accessible to them in their own classroom will be used to further expand on the subject of
culture and its importance. Chambers also refers to the ideal of having multiple copies of a book
read to students in a classroom as an added plus.
Option 2. List of books to have in the classroom
Provide students with books to choose from in either the class library that have characters who
are Latino and or Hispanic. By providing more multicultural literature for students to choose
from this presents the message that the school shows more of a willingness to inclusive to all
cultures, values and ideas. By looking into what resources are available to educators for their
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certain demographic, as for the demographic of Latino students referring to Clark, Flores, Smith,
and Gonzalez (2016) is where a list can be referenced (p.301-322).
Option 3. Writing Prompts
Writing prompts are a great way students can be encouraged to read the books and connect with
the books and home life. By assessing students on their readings of culturally-relevant books
with multicultural characters it helps make culture apart of the curriculum. Students can identify
with the characters or story of a book and therefore have to self-reflect on how they feel about
their own culture (Clark, Flores, and Smith & Gonzalez).
Table 1. Options and Criteria: This table represents the options and criteria scored on a scale of
0-3. Zero being not much or very little, and three being a lot. These scores are to score what the
project conductor theorizes will weight out to be the best option.
Options ↓ Criteria
⇾

Reach

Time Allotted for
implementing

Cost

Reading books

3

3

0

List of quality
3
multicultural books to
have accessible

1

0

Writing Prompts in
relation to the books
read

3

0

2

Note: Options weighted on the impact each will have based on the criteria stated.
By weighing the success of this project through the lens of reach, time, cost and time will help to
rank what option would be the best to use in classrooms.
Conclusion
The overall concept of this paper is to address an issue that has to do with the ways in
which Latino students are being supported through their education. One way to examine how
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these young learners are being supported is to place an important role in the literature they have
access to in schools. To integrate on a much bigger scale the books that are being used in
majority Hispanic schools in order for students to see their identities being represented and
validated in books. The benefits to having students see themselves in literature that reflects them
uses books as an aide to support growth in academics and psychological development (Clark,
Flores, Smith, & Gonzalez, 2016). Limitations for this paper involve the sources and when they
were written. Most sources are over ten years old and that could impact how relevant these issues
are in modern classrooms today. Catherine Kurkjian and Nancy Livingston speak about this
importance as well in their article entitled; “Children's Books: The Importance of Children's
Literature in a Global Society”. In their article they discuss how incorporating books with
“heavy” topics helps all better understand other cultures apart from their own. ( Kurkjian,
Livingston, 2007). The fact of the matter is that as the Hispanic population is growing the
classrooms will be filled with Hispanic students and to help teachers better prepare themselves
for their students and create an accepting space we need culturally relevant literature in available
to the students.
Project
Overall, the material brought out from the literature review provided information on how
to utilize the books available to students and teachers. Students are always being encouraged to
read and educators continue to read to students through their time in elementary school. Paying
close attention to the books and its contents will encourage more reading. Reading is a great
outlet to improve student’s ways of learning about new things that otherwise would be difficult
to understand. Points brought out in the literature review include, the books that are available to
students, the content of the literature that is important, and why involving culture into the reading
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is beneficial. In the literature review, it was also expressed that for Latino students supporting
through their education it is important to emphasize on their social and emotional wellbeing. By
incorporating a personal experience the project conductor had at one school, where the
demographic is 98% Latino in regards to what books were being read to them. After this
experience the project conductor realized that the books that were read to these young learners
continuously did not represent the student’s culture and they were always representing AngloAmerican culture. Seeing that the literature was something that can be improved on the project
conductor decided return to the same school and implement a lesson surrounded by a book that
express Latino students and their culture.
The contents of this project includes information about the school where the project was
conducted. To be discussed step by step is the implementation of what steps were used in
following the lesson plan as well as additional information that the project conductor did to
instruct students on what they needed to do. An evaluation about the results of this project are
provided in this paper. The evaluation is used to see if the lesson plan was a success or not so
much. At the end of the evaluation is a heading titled appendix which contains files of some of
the students completed work. The work that is shown in the appendix was chosen by random to
provide a variety from what the students produced. Also attached in the appendix is the lesson
plans used and designed by the project conductor, pictures taken at the site of parts of the lesson
conducted and student’s sentence webs and their typed out stories.
Design
The mission statement for this elementary school is: “As a team, we will strive to uphold
high academic expectations and achievement by focusing on standards-based curriculum, 21stcentury skills, safe learning environment, and college and career readiness. With parents support
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and involvement, our students will be able to reach their full potential.” Along with that is the
vision statement for this public school which states, “We believe that all students can learn and
succeed in their educational goals.” This site is located in an urban area, in the west of California
near the Pacific Ocean. Closely surrounding the school is a neighborhood filled with low-middle
class residents. The populations served are almost exclusively Hispanic or Latino and are
considered socioeconomically disadvantaged. According to the school’s most recently published
SARC (School Accountability Report Card) that was made available during the 2018-2019
school year, out of the total 659 students enrolled, 95.6 percent are Hispanic or Latino. Being
that this is a heavily Latino based area, those factors are considered for this capstone project.
This site was chosen for this capstone project because of the project conductor’s
familiarity with this school. The project conductor finished their primary education there and it is
in close proximity. There have been two service learning assignments completed with this site as
well. This capstone topic is about the promotion of cultural representation in books read to
students which also encompasses the promotion of achievement with culturally responsive
schooling.
This project was thought up after an experience at the site where the researcher (project
conductor) observed the literature being read to the students. This observation brought to the
project conductors attention that students may not be getting enough cultural representation
through the books that are provided to them. This prompted the researcher to further examine the
effects of reading culturally attentive literature. Attentive meaning, attending to the demographic
of the school.
The students at the site are majority Hispanic. Noting this, the researcher brainstormed
ideas on how culture can be more a part of the curriculum. Focusing more on getting more books
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involving Hispanic protagonists to be read to the students. There is a great need for Hispanic
representation for the students at this school to create a sense of belonging in their community
and strive to be like influential characters in said books. This discovery has moved me to
encourage more reading from the students and to the students, books that contain cultural
representation, and for this school, it is Hispanic and or Latinos. This capstone project will help
promote the purchase of more Latino based books available to the students and encourage
students to read more books where they feel they can identify with the characters.
This project has the potential to get students more accepting to read more and improve
reading test scores and the student’s self-esteem and self-worth. Being that a lot of the influence
in this community comes from Mexican culture and in Mexico views about bettering oneself
come from a collectivistic society mindset. Creating a positive and culturally respectful learning
environment by incorporating more Latino based literature at least for this school, will help the
community create better relationships at home and in schools and that will positively reflect in
their grades and test scores. Students who feel proud of their successes and abilities, and who
have enhanced images of themselves, family, and their culture, are better learners. Creating a
positive and culturally respectful learning environment by incorporating more Latino based
literature at least for this school, will help the community create better relationships at home and
in schools and that will positively reflect in their grades and test scores.
Implementation
The researcher attended the classroom where the project was conducted every Friday for
three weeks to be a familiar face before the lesson plan was taught to them. The researcher
worked with the teacher to create the lesson plan that would work well with the students and how
the teacher manages the class. This lesson was completed over three days during from 9:10 A.M.
-11:45 A.M., included in the time was a 20-minute recess break, the students had which was
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from 9:50 A.M to 10:10 A.M. For the first day the teacher was to call the students to the floor to
sit, where she has full attention and introduce the book. For this project, the book used was:
Family Pictures by Carmen Garza. After the title of the book is introduced the conductor asks if
the students can raise their hands and define what ‘culture’ is and what the general topic of what
they think or know it means. As students start to raise their hands the conductor asks them to
share their definitions with the person sitting next to them. After about 30-45 seconds, students
are asked to raise their hands and share their definitions. The definitions that the students shared
showed that they understood a majority of what culture meant but it showed they had a
misconception between the differences between ethnicity and culture. Once these definitions are
shared the teacher adds more to the definition of what culture is and cleared up the
misconception. The book was then read to the students and after they were asked to go to their
desks, and get ready for their recess break. To finish up this lesson, some vocabulary words were
chosen and defined by having the words already written down on the board (shown in Figure 1.)
while students are asked to raise their hands to define them. Once the students come back from
their recess break they will be given time to go back to their desks and talk to each other for 2
minutes to settle into getting ready to write on large papers to brainstorm the stories they will
write. Students will also be giving their writing expectations orally and that this is supposed to be
a fun assignment for them so they were advised to write about something that they enjoy about
their culture. Their story was instructed to be a personal story that happened to them, referencing
the book and how there is a picture along with a story. After students work on their sentence
webs they will then be asked to wrap up their work and continue to think about their story and to
even go home and keep thinking about what they could add. Encourage them to ask their parents
about their culture if they would like.
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For day two, students will be asked to bring out their large papers or sentence webs and
place them on their desks. As students are sitting in their desks teacher will engage with students
by asking them to raise their hands if they added any more sentence to their stories or if they
asked their parents about their culture. The teacher of this project will show the students her
brainstorm paper (refer to Figure 2.) which is used as an example as to what sentences can be
added to their story that also talk about culture. After this students will get out their Chromebook
and open up google classroom where a file made by teacher will be shared with them so that they
can start added their sentences from their sentence web (refer to Figure 3). As writing is starting
to be taped student will be reminded about the structure of their work and how they could add
any of the vocabulary words from the book and to capitalize proper nouns. Teacher will walk
around and help students to edit their stories as they finish up writing. If there are any students
who finished they will be able to draw a picture or add photos from the internet that follow along
with their story similar to the way the book has a picture and a description.
The last day of this project, day three students will be asked to get out their Chromebook
and continued to write up their stories and finish them up. Students will also be reminded about
adding a concluding sentence and checking for proper capitalization of words. Students who are
finished will be directed to inform me or the teacher to proofread their stories with them in case
there are any mistakes in spelling and or mistranslation. Students who get their papers edited
with the teacher and once everything is revised for corrections then they are ready to print. The
editing process is very interactive and a personal teacher to student exchange. During this time
the project conductor points out any things the student may be interested in fixing while also
commenting on their work and the contents of their story. This including reminding them about
the story requirement; that their story needs to have a concluding sentence. If a student has
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completed the all other steps and they are ready to print they will inform the teacher of this and
she will print them and the papers will be collected by the conductor (for typed papers refer to
Figure 4).
Evaluation
Overall this project did go as planned. The results of this project from the students were
great and they had a lot of written material that was complete. As far as the contents of their
material in terms of how it related to culture and its similarities to the book that did not go so
well. This outcome could have been because of the shortness of time students had to brainstorm
with their sentence webs and the lack of examples given to them. Students were instructed to
write about their own story and involving their culture in it, and the results show just that. The
learning objective was to involve their culture yet a majority of students efforts went to writing
their story. Along with that the student’s stories were very well written and also showed a
beginning, middle and end. One of the standards for this project was for them to provide a
concluding sentence and they did complete that standard. Students were given an example and
were told to make their concluding sentence and in their own worlds. Students did achieve that
California standard. The students did type up their story and complete the requirements asked of
them, which was a huge success for this project. Following the lesson plan and the objective, the
students did compete this and some students wrote more than the required amount of sentences.
Reflection
This part of the Capstone Paper where the project conductor reflects on the successes or
downfalls that happened with this overall project. The discussion portion of this paper will talk
about some of the challenges conducting this project. The details about this project and how well
or not so well it turned out is in this portion of the paper. Next is the recommendation section
which goes over how and why this lesson plan was taught in this way. This part also contains
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what steps could have been done differently with the project or that proved to add to challenges
or that went very well. This project was created by the researcher to find better ways to become
an educator or that benefits education. This part of the reflection discusses the how implementing
this project will or will not be an asset inside the classroom. Finally, the project conductor will
give a brief overview of the project and their experience.
Discussion
Implementing this project went very well. The work that the students completed came out
extremely well. As far as the written work, it showed that the students really grasped the idea of
what culture is and how daily activities are all apart of culture. One thing that really helped was
going to the site at least three weeks in advance. The project conductor noticed this was helpful
because the students were more responsive and willing to work with someone who they were
familiar with. This was also possible with the help of the teacher and her added input on the best
way her students would respond to the lesson. Some of the challenges that arose was how the
conductor instructed the students on what to do and connecting it to the format of the book read
to the students. The conductor took in account that the students would have a sentence web to
help them write their stories however, it would have worked out better if the project conductor
provided more instruction on how their stories were to reflect their own culture and why they
like that. A part of the research done was to count the books that were readily available to the
students in the classroom. This was done by going to the in-class library and counting the books
that were in open containers (refer to Table 2 in Appendix) for this particular classroom. While
counting these books the researcher counted how many containers there were and then proceeded
to count the contents of what kind of literature was in them. It should be noted that the books
were categorized according to the researchers own judgment and otherwise could be overruled in
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what books qualify as multicultural, bilingual or culturally-representative books for Hispanic
young readers.
As stated in the project section of this paper, this project was done over the course of
three consecutive days. If there was more time to conduct this project, the project conductor
could have had the students take more time to make the outline for their stories with their
sentence webs which could have resulted in more meaningful stories about them and their
cultures. Their stories were meaningful to them, and that cannot be denied however, it must be
noted that with more time, a more in depth view of what culture means to them and also
maintaining a sense of cultural pride in themselves and their school-work could be achieved.
Trying to achieve that in three days was only touching the surface to what culture means.
Hypothesizing on how many days this could take to become even more meaningful could mean
this project could last up to a month.
Something that the project conductor observed as a challenge was managing the
classroom at times. Managing what students that had already completed their work, which ones
were ready to edit and who was still working on it. While this part was anticipated that it would
take the longest, it was just enough time to gather all the students finished work on the third day.
The choice for going over the vocabulary words seemed to not matter as much, as it
would have been if it was a requirement for the students to apply the words to their story. This
part could have been left out however, students did enjoy engaging with the translation of words
they knew that were in Spanish.
Recommendation
The lesson plan made up for this project was inspired from the literature review. Main
points brought out in the literature review showed how books are a great ways to involve culture.
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To use that in the lesson plans, the researcher formed the lesson plans surrounding the use of a
culturally expressive book that reflected the majority demographic of the class, which was
Latino. The book that was chosen for this project was intentionally picked out of the class
collection provided to the students. This was used also to point out that the selection for Hispanic
representation literature was limited. However, the book chosen was still really great in that it
contained cultural Latino representation which was the goal for the book choice.
To help with managing the class while they were typing, it would have been helpful to
have a list of the student’s names and check off or highlight students who have finished. This
would help keep track of the students who may need reminders to stay on task. A
recommendation for going over the vocabulary would be to only use the words that involved a
celebration or words that would need to be translated to English. Other than those
recommendations for the challenges that went along with this project, it was surely a success in
that there were not many challenges.
Future Plans to Build on the Capstone
This project will help the researcher with further prospects when involving the
importance to adding culturally-representative literature into the classroom. Two ways that this
could be used in the researcher’s career as a future teacher would be to invest in books in which
incorporate culture as a means to connect with books. Involving one's own colleges to also be
involved in fundraising or encouraging parents to donate for books if the school does not have a
book fund. A second way would be to make a point to the read books by making culture apart of
the curriculum and not just having them in the classroom is a vital part of making sure culture is
being incorporated. Applying the research from the literature review and even using them to use
books on a multicultural level and observing other demographics of cultures could also be really
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helpful in making a lesson culturally-representative lesson plan. For many public schools the
choice for culturally relevant-literature is limited however, investing and fundraising for books
as a way to get them into schools is what would be required. In order to establish that culture is
an important aspect to educating and learning educators need to be aware that there is not being
enough done to inspire minorities to be accepting of their own cultural identities.
Conclusion
Overall, this project had a successful outcome and the learning objective was achieved.
The project conductor had bigger hopes in what this lesson could do. The bigger picture of this
lesson was to expand on a larger class discussion on the cultural pride that reflects on how they
see their own success in their personal relationship with learning in school. With that being said,
the students stories are what shape that they were able to understand what culture is and how it is
all around us and how differences are to be celebrated. There are many ways culture can be
incorporated into the classroom so just limiting an educator to books as means to talk about
culture is not the main focus here. Branching out of what culture means to the educator and the
young learners besides the superficial traditions and the language is a great way to make
schooling a more personal experience.
The whole Capstone experience was definitely a learning experience for the project
conductor. The research in the literature review was evidence to introduce the issue that is
present in schools where the majority of students are Hispanic. The issue had to do with an
unrepresentative of Latino students. Since this concept of this issue was first a critical
observation at the site, it was very impacting to see how an observation can be formulated into
becoming a work in progress in hopes it no longer being an issue. The researcher got a taste as to
what teaching is really like and creating lesson plans that are compelling to the students learning.
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Understanding the process in what goes into having an idea and then producing a product that
has the potential to shape how young minds think about themselves and their education is a very
rewarding experience, and that is what this Capstone helped me reaffirm was true.
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Appendix

Lesson Plan
Lesson Overview: Students will write a story about 10 sentences in length incorporating their
own everyday cultural practices.
Materials and Resources:
Family Pictures by : Carmen Lomas Garza
Large Poster Paper
Markers
Chromebooks ( class set )
Google docs
Blank paper
Long paper for brainstorming
Pencils/ color pencils
Implementation
Learning Context: This lesson is meant to open up the conversations in a classroom about
cultural differences and the validating that the cultural backgrounds students come from are
important to their learning. Lessons associated with this that can come before are defining what
culture is and what it means. Lessons to follow would be exploring the cultural differences in the
classroom among the students and around the world.
Teaching Strategy: Think - Pair - Share - Guided reading
Time Allotted: 1 hour lessons broken up over 3 days. About 3-4 hours total to complete whole
lesson. ** From 9:10am - 11:40 ** Recess time included in << Procedure
Anticipatory set
Students will be introduced to the topic of culture and what it means. They will ask among each
other (given 1 minute to talk to their neighbor/group) and raise their hands if they would like to
give answers to their own/groups definitions. The book will be introduced and an introduction on
the project will give to them. This will be done enthusiastically. Students will be told that they
are doing a creative writing assignment all about them and they get to choose what they would
like to write about, in line with the subject and book. Book will be read to them this day.
Second day: Allow students to have time to talk to their neighbors. 2 minutes. Get out large
brainstorm papers and continue to develop their personal and creative stories that reflect a part of
their culture. Students who are ready to start to type up their stories will do so.
Third day: Continue to type up and finish their stories and pictures. Print.
Modeling: Teacher will be working alongside the students making up her own story as well.
Teacher will give students a list of vocabulary words and their definitions. These vocabulary
words will be written down on large poster paper and teacher will be defining them as to what
they mean, but not writing the definitions alongside.
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Vocabulary Words: Culture, artisans, entertainer/s/ing, inspired, encouraged, involved,
surprised, scene, handkerchief, scribbling, slicing, parboil, caught, hammerhead shark, swallow,
prepared, playing jacks, seeking, shelter, led, refuses, travelers, overalls, soak, spreading,
evening, afternoon, porch, supper, beyond, praying, church, healer, curandera, copal incense,
respected, constellations
Guided practice
Teacher will write out words in the book that may be hard to spell or that need to be defined if
students do not know what they mean.
Students will get a large piece of paper to brainstorm what story they will write about themselves
or something that is a part of their culture. Teacher will work alongside them to give examples of
the sentence starters and concluding sentences that they could use throughout their stories.
Independent work: Students will have to brainstorm on a large piece of paper about their story
and what they would like to add to it. This will help them to develop their sentences for their
story. Later they will type up their sentences in to a google doc on their Chromebook.
Closure
Students will work on this story for the next two days and will print out their competed paper
and story, some students will also have pictures attached if they finished early. They will print
out their papers and then the conductor of the lesson will collect them alongside their brainstorm
process papers.
Follow up: After all papers are collected students will be gathered back to express their likes and
dislikes of this project verbally. If not enough time on this day, then lesson conductor will come
back to topic on another day for a short 2-5 minute discussion.
Assessment: Students will be assessed on the performance of their writing. If student covers
most to all the standards looked for above then the student accomplished the standard goal for
this lesson.
Standard:
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.3.2.D: Provide a concluding statement or section
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Table 2. Inventory of classroom books on shelf. This table represents the books counted for by
the project conductor. The books that were counted were in open containers shown in Figure 6.
Total of open
Total of open
containers on shelf ↓ containers with
books accounted for
↓

Spanish Bilingual/
Hispanic
representation
displayed on cover ↓

Total of books
counted in 9 open
containers ↓

29

24

237

9

Note: The open containers had a mix of different picture books and some chapter books in which
students were allowed to read.
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Figure 1. These photos were taken in the classroom the first day of the lesson where the
conductor used the whiteboard to give students a layout on how to make their own sentence web.

Figure 2. This is a photo of the project conductor’s own sentence web shared with the students.
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Figure 3. These are photos of some of the sentence webs.
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Figure 4. These are photos of some of the students finished work, typed out and printed.
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Figure 5. These are photos of 3 students work side by side.

Figure 6. These are photos taken at the classroom site of the open containers filled with books.

